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TECHITICAL NOTE NO. 390

A METHOD FOR IiEI)UCIiiG THE TFJiP5RATlJRE

OF EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

By Oscati W.’ Sche~ and Alfred W. Young

SUMMARY . .

This report describes tests conducted at the Langley
Menorial Aeronautical Laboratory on an hair-i.nducti.ng~! ex-
haust manifold for aircraft engines, The exhaust gases

b from each cylinder port are discharged into the throat of .-.
a= exhaust pile w’5ich has” a frontal bellmouth. Coolihg
air is drawn into the pipe, where it surrounds and mixes

% t
.

. with the exhaust gases. Temperaturesof the menifold.
..-

shsll and of the exhaust gas6s were ‘.obtaine& in flight f,or
both a conventional manifold and the’ air-inductitig mani-
fold. The air-inducting manifold was installed on an en-
gine which waG placed on a test stand. 13i.f:fer6ntfuels
were spray6d on and into the manifold to determine whather

—

the use of this manifold reduced the firo hazard.

The fli~ht tests showed red-~cti~ns in manifold tern-’
poratur~s of several hundred degrees, to values balow the
iflnition point of aviation gasoline. On the test stajld
wi~en the engine was run at” idling speeds fuels spraye”d in-
to the manifold ignited. It is believed that at low eagine
speeds the fuel remained in the manifold long enoeu~h to
become thoroughly heated, and was then ign>ted. by the ex-
‘haust Cas which had not mixed with cooling air. .:

--.

T-he use of the air-inducting exhaust manifold must
..

reduce the fire hazard by virtue of its lower operating
temperature, but it is not a completely satisfactory solu-
tion of the problem. .

13TTROI)7JCZ!ION
.

Airplane engine-exhaust manifolds which are hot enough
to ignite the fuel or lubricating oil spillad on them are a
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serious fire hazard. A lea?: in fuel or oil lines, or a
crash which might not otherwise be serious, may cause fual
or oil to come in contact with the hot .exhaust. manifolds
and start a fire.

.

Experiments at this laboratory in which samples of
different aircraft fuels and lubricating oils. have %een
dropped onto heated metal surfaces have shown that igni-
tion will not occur under a temperature of about 1,250° F.
for aviation gasoline, 880° Y. for Diesel fuel oil, and
8400 F. for lubricating oil. Kfihn gives values of 1,040°
1?. for gasoline, 1,110° l?. for Diesel oil, and 950° J?. for
lubricating oil. (Reference 1.) Differences in the mt?th-
ods used and in the samples tested may easily explain the
variation in the temperatures determined.

There are three ways to prevent the exh”~ust manifolds
from starting fires: lower the temperature of tho mani-
fold, raise the ignition temperature of the fuel and oil
used, or.prevent fuel or oil from coming into contact with
the manifolds. All of these expedients have been tried,
with varying degrees of success.

Exhaust-pipe temperatures have been lowered by using
short individual stacks, either of steel or of aluminum,
or by using manifolds constructed of aluminum and embodying
cooling fins. However, except with inverted enginee or
wing engines and pushar engines where the pilot is located
ahead of the engines, the short stacks do not keep the ex-
haust gases away from the occupants of the airplane, and
at night the flames from them interfere with the pilot~s
Vi8i0il. Tinned aluminum manifolds of sections thick enough
to witbetand vibration are heavy and cause considerable
drag.

The use of nonvolatile fuels is the most promising
means for preventing airplane fires, but as yet no power
plant using fuel of low volatility is available which can
equal the gasoline engine on a power-weight basis.

Different locations of the tanks have ‘been considered
as a means of preventing the fuel or oil from coming in
contact with the manifolds. (Reference 2.) This refer-
ence recommends droppable tanks, or that the tanks be
placed.where they stand the least cha~ce of spilling their
con%ents o~er the, engi~e in case of a crash. However, .
there is no certainty that an airplane ~i.11 remain right
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side up after a crash, so the advantage of aay particular
10CatiOil for the fuel ta~ks is problematical.

Siilce the use of shclrt exhaust manifolds is not fea-
sible. on a large number of airplanes, an investigation was
made to deter~ino possi?IIo met~.ods of reducing the temper-
atures of long exhaust manifolds. For the present tests
aa IIair--inductingif exhaust macifold was constructed and
fitted to a Pratt and Whitney ‘lHaspiiengine in a Fairchild
3’C2-W2 ca%in airplane. Short tapered nozzles bolted to
each cylinder-exhaust port discharge the exhaust gases in-
to the thro”ats of the exhaust stacks, which have open bell-
mouthed ends pointing forward, and which are joined to the
collector pi~e at the rear. The high velocity of the ex-
haust gases in the jet creates a pressure differential suf-
ficient to cause cooling air to flow in%o the exhaust
pipes, ”whera it surrounds the jets of exhaust gas and rap-
idly nixes” with them. Temperatures of the uaDifold s-hell
and of. the exhaust gases mere obtained in flight for both
the air-inducting and the original manifolds. The air-
inductfng manifold was also fitted to a Wasp engine which
was mounted on a test stand, and fuels were sprayed on and
i~to the manifold to determiae the probability of fire en-
suing.

APPARA2TJS AifD TESTS

ApFaratns

A Fairclild FC?2-W2 airplane was equipped in turn with
tY-e ori~>inal and the air-inducting exhaust manifold, and
was used in flight test~ to deteraine manifold aad exhaust-
.gas tenpcratures. The original manifolds are shown in Fig-
ures 1 and 2. Cylin~ers Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are con-
.aected. to a manifold which carries the gases straight down
below the engine. Cylinders Hos. 6, 7i 8, and 9 are con-
nected into a manifold which discharges the gases throu@
a slit in a tapered tail pipe, and int~ which is incorpo-
rated a heater for, the cabin. The two manifolds are con-
noctbd by a pipe which passes through the en~ine cowling
an~. heats the carburetor inlet air.

The air--inducting manifold which was fitttid to the
rl@t side of the engine is sh-own in Figure 3. The. air-
i:lducting ex3aust pipes-are larger than the original pipes

.
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by an amount sufficient to take care of the inducted air.
Figure 4 is a cross section of one of the air-inducting
pipes: .

The parts of the original manifold which reached the
highest temperatures were determined’ by runrii”n~the ~ngine
at i~ighti Several spots were found to glow ~bdly, while
tho rest of the manifold surface.’remained black. !?hese
hot” spots were situat,ed.where $h4 exhaust gases from the
individual cylinders impinged against the wall of tile riai.~
manifold, and at the out~ide of the bend” in ~>e left maai-
fold, ““just in frotit of the cabin-heater sleeve. six
‘Jchromal- .slume,l’1thermocouples were. embedded in the steel
mailifol”d shell at the hottest.places, and th—reei p~otected
by porcelain insulators, mere inserted throux~h the steel,
shell iuto the” ex’hau”stgases. The ~ocations “cf the thermoc-
ouples used are given in Table I and shcwn in Figures 1,
?., and 3. !&e air-inducting manifold did no%,run hot
enoug-h to make any parts .of it appear r~d. at night, but
thermocouples were placed where experience ~ith the ori&-
iual manifolcl .in.dicated that the hot s~ofs w–ov.ldbe.

Th”Q thermocouples were connected in rotation to a py-
rometer by means of a motor-driven switch. qhe instru-
ments used to supplement the pyrometer readi~gs were: ro-
si.staace thermometers for measuring cold junction and at-
mospheric temperatures, oil temperature thermometer, en-
gine tachometer, altimeter, and air-speed in-dicator. ArL
obsorver recorded the pyrometer readings, w-a-ilereadings
of othor instruments wore record~d. %y moans-of a noiion-
plcturs camera.
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Each- flight on which temperatures were measured was
carried out as follows: first, the engine w-as run full ““”
throttle on the gro~d for ~ minutes; second, a full-
tY.rottle climb at a fairly low air speed was made for 4
minutes; third, the airplane was brought dova to approx-
imately 1,500 feet altitude and flcwn at full throttle in
level flight for 4 minutes; ,aud fourth, tha speed vas re-
duced to cruising and the airplaae was kept in level
flight for 4 ,minut,es. ‘, ,.

The air-inducting. rllanifold was- also fitted to a Wasp
c3n@ne. on a test stand, and gasoline, Diesel oil, and a—.
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hydrogenated ‘fsafety fuel!! having a flash point of 135° F.
were sprayed into a %ell-mouthed opening of the manifold
to determine the likelihood of a fire starting. Te~per-
atures were measured at several of the points at which
they were measured in flight. The tests were made for a.
range of speeds from idling to full throttle.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The temperatures observed when operating with either
manifold are given in Table i. Each temperature given is
the maximum ohtaiaed during the run which it represents.
As was Previously state&( the ground runs lasted for 3
minutes, and each condition of flight was maintained for
4 minutes. Since the temperatures became practically con-
stai?t within a minute of the start of each run, the time
allowed was ample to insure- that they reached their max-
imum value. The variation in exhaust-gas temperature for
successive flights with the same manifolds is probably
caused by differences in the mixture ratio.

A few definite and general conclusions may be drawn
from the results of these tests. The temperature measure-
ments -given in Table I show that both the exhaust-gas and
exhaust-manifolL temperatures can be reduced considerably
by the use. of the air-inducting type of manif”old. The tem-
perature of the exhaust gases from cylinder No. 2 was 1,365
to 1,4350 F. with the original manifold and 590 to 680° F.
with the-air-inducting manifold. The exhaust-gas temper-
ature given in Table I for cylinder No. 3 with the air-
inducting manifold is not so low as for cylinder No. 2 with
the samo manifold. This discrepancy is due principally to
the location of the thermocouple with respect to the center
of t’ae exhaust stack. The temperature of the exhaust gases
is much higher in the center of the stack than near the
wells because the inducted air follows the walls of the
stack at first and does not immediately mix with the ex-
haust gases. It is believed that the exhaust manifold
shown in Figure 3 could be iw.proved by using pipes of larger
dicunetcr between the cylinder and the main stack and by
having these pipes connect with the main stack at some
angle less than 90°. With the above notification the veloc-
ity of the exhaust gases in the stacks would be reduced
and t~ey- would be directed so that they could not pen-
etrate the layer cf cold air and impinge upon the walls of
the exhaust manifold.
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Lower cylin.der-h.ead tempera tur~s. can b:: o%tained with
these manifolds. because the air is rapidly removed from
the rear of the cylinder, resulting’”in increased flow over
the cylinder head. In these tests the, reduction in cyl-
inder-head temperature, as sh’own by thermocouples 10 and
11, Table I, varied from 20 to 90° T., depeilding on the
location and the operating conditions.

.—

.,,.,
Although these manifolds are uor8.noisy than the

original manifolds the noise does not compare in intensity
with.t.~q propeller noises. They are less noisy than the
short exhaust stacks now In use by ~le “military services.
I?o.rnight flying the type of air-inducting manifold tostod
would be more .dosirablo than the short stat-ks bocauso the
pilotfs vision would not be impaired %~ the glare of the
continuous stream of hot exhaust gases: —

d

Tests mere also made to determine if the air-induct-
ing mailifold created any appreciable back pressure at the
exhaust owing to the area of the opening in the short

.’.

stack inside of the %ellmouth being less than the area-of
the exhaust port. These tests were made by running the
engine at full throttle on the ground with the air-ind~ct-
i~lg manifold on the right &id.e and the original manifold

—

on th~ left side. Each cylinder was then cut out in turn
by removing the ignition wires, to determine whether the
cylinders with the air-inducting manifold or..with the
original manifold were giving the greater power. Although
this method is subject to the error introduced by the
difference in output of each’cylinder, it was nevertheless
interesting to note that the cutting out of the cylinders
served. by the air-inducting mai~ifold gave consistently a
slightly greater decrease i.n engine speed than was ob-
tainod wlnon tho cylinders served l)y the original manifold

..

were cut out. ..*

The pri,nci~al o}ject of these tests was to reduce the
exhaust-gas and manifold temperatures. Therefore, no
attempt was made to streamline the air-inducting manifold,
which was of much greater dianeter than the original. A
flight test was conducted, however, to determine the max-
imum air speed obtainable” when a cotiipleto set of air-
inducting manifolds tias used, and, a similar test was mado
with the, original rqanifolds. 1P ‘these tests, which were
mad,e the same day under similar conditions, speeds of 123
miles per hour at 1,815 to’ 1,320 revolutions per minut-e
and 124 miles per hour at 1,800 revolutions per minute
were obtained with the original and ‘the air-inducting *

●
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manifolds, respectively. This small difference must he
attributed to ~he difference in resistance or to exper-

“ imental error either in these flights or. in the previous
test showing the effect of exhaust back pressure.

The tests in which fuels were sprayed into the man-
ifold showed that the fuels would not ignite when in con-
tact with the mani$old or when sprayed into the manifold
with the engine running above a speed of 900 revolutions-
per minute. At lower speeds, however, all the tested
fuels ignited. when sprayed into the-manifold. At the “
low engine speeds the fuel probably remained in the man-
ifold long enough to become thoroughly heated, and the
flame frcn the exhaust-stack nozzles ignited it. It was
noted that ~iesel oil and the high-flash ‘lsafety fuel” ,“
which were slower to vaporize, were more readily ignited
than gasoltne. ~kle fuels COUld not have been ignited %y
coming in contact with the exhaust nozzles, for a thermo-
couple placed on a nozzle for one test showed a maximum
temperature of only 460° F.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The maximum temperature of the air-inducting ex-
haust manifold is from 200° to 400° 1?. lower than that of
the original manifold, and there is an even greater re-
duction in the temperature of the gases in the manifold.

2. Although the temperature of the air-inducting ex-
haust manifold is well below the ignition temperature of
fuel or oil, it is still possi%le for fuel to be ignited
by the exhaust gases if it finds its way into the manifold
when the engine is throttled suff~c,iently.

3. The air-inducting mai~ifold is not so effective a
silencer of exhaust noises as the original manifold.

4. There was very little change in the high-speed
performance of a Feirchild FC2-W2 airplane when equipped
with the air-inducting exhaust manifold.

LanCley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., August 25, 1931.
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TABLE I

EXHAUST GAS AM) EXHAUST MAIWWLD T!.IMPERATUKES (“I?.)

I

11 In exbau6t gases from cylinder No. 2.

2 In exhaust gases from cylinder IJo. 8.

3 In eihaust gases from cylinder No. 3.

4 In exhaust gases in tail pfpe of

original memifold, left side.

5 ‘ In shell of exhaust stack between

cylinders Nos. 2 and 3.

6 In shell of exhamt stack inbaek of

cylinder No. 3.

7 In shell of ey~ust stack ~etween

cyllnder~ IJOS. 4 emd 5.

8 In shell of exhaust stack between

cylinders Nos. 3 and 4.

9 In shell of esduaust stack between

cylinders Nos. 7 and 8.

10 In open surfaco at rear of eibaust

pm sage of cylinder head No. 3.

11 At base of fia at rem of exhaust

pas sWe of cylinder head ilo. 3.

12 In shell of exhaust pipe from

cylinder XO. 5.

●

Original mamifolds

i I I

_1365 1365 1385 1465

1365 13eo 1435 148ci--

1.270 1280 1245 1400

1300 1310 1330 141.O

1449 1450 1425 ~490

1050 1050 1130 1255
I

850i775i783ie35

I I

940 I 940 I 960 I 1030

4651425 i400i 400

I I I

I

“

Air-inductiugmanifolds

Cylinders NOS. 2, 3,

4, .aa 5
I I 1

44=4=
I I I

540 I 540 505 420

I I I

550 510 505 350

340 355 335 310

395 405 370 350

420 3En 345 310

.
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.—-.
Tig;l Right side of Pratt and Whitney ‘Waepflengine with original”

exhaust manifold. 1.
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